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A Novel RISE-Based Adaptive Feedforward Controller for Redundantly Actuated Parallel Manipulators

M. Bennehar*, A. Chemori* and F. Pierrot*

Abstract—A novel adaptive controller based on the Robust Integral of the Sign of the Error (RISE) is proposed. The RISE feedback strategy yields semi-global asymptotic tracking despite the presence of unstructured additive disturbances provided some limited assumptions on the system. To achieve better tracking performance, the RISE controller is extended with a model-based adaptive feedforward term. The addition of the feedforward term compensates for the structured uncertainties yielding reduced tracking errors and reduced control effort. The proposed controller is experimentally implemented on a 3-DOFs redundantly actuated parallel manipulator. The computed control inputs are projected using a kinematics based projector in order to remove the internal efforts that may damage the mechanical structure of the manipulator. Experimental results show a better performance of the proposed adaptive controller compared to the basic RISE controller in terms of tracking accuracy and energy consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

Parallel Kinematic Manipulators (PKMs) have attracted the attention of many researchers in the last few decades thanks to their accuracy, rigidity and stiffness [1]. Moreover, actuation redundancy consolidates these features by eliminating the abundant singularities and homogenizing the dynamic capabilities of the manipulator throughout its workspace [2]. Consequently, Redundantly Actuated Parallel Kinematic Manipulators (RA-PKMs) are gaining an increased interest both in industrial and academic communities. Nevertheless, experiments show that PKMs are not yet as accurate as they are expected to be [3]. Therefore, many studies are being conducted to improve their performance by means of design optimization, efficient modeling and reliable control [3].

Classical kinematic controllers (i.e. Proportional Derivative (PD) [4] and Nonlinear PD (NPD) [5]) have proven to be limited when it comes to control mechanical manipulators for high speed tasks. In fact, these controllers, extensively adopted in industry, are more suitable for linear systems, whereas mechanical manipulators are known for their highly nonlinear dynamics. On the other hand, classical model-based controllers such as Compute Torque (CT) or [6] the Augmented PD (APD) [7]) may overcome the aforementioned limitation by including knowledge of the system dynamics into the control loop yielding a better tracking performance. However, accurate dynamic model of the manipulator is often required to achieve significant tracking improvement. A more comprehensive review on classical controllers can be found in [3] and [8]. Adaptive Control theory has been introduced to mechanical manipulators to cope with model uncertainties and environment changes issues that may deteriorate the model based controllers [9]. Indeed, adaptive strategies present an effective means to compensate for structured (linear in the parameters) disturbances such as model uncertainties. However, robustness against unstructured disturbances cannot always be guaranteed.

Recently, a new control strategy called the Robust Integral of the Sign of the Error (RISE) [10] was developed. This new control strategy features a unique integral signum term and allows to ensure semi-global asymptotic stability despite the presence of general uncertain disturbances. The RISE strategy was successfully implemented on many systems including autonomous underwater vehicles [11] and direct-drive motors [12]. However, this control technique is kinematic-based and may lead to poor tracking results. Nevertheless, the performance of the RISE controller can be improved by including some knowledge of the system dynamics in the control loop. For instance, in [13], a Neural Network (NN) approximation of the system dynamics was combined with the RISE strategy for a spacecraft leader follower control. In [12], the RISE feedback was coupled with an adaptive feedforward term to control a class of Euler-Lagrange systems. However, even if this technique seems very promising, it has never been applied to PKMs.

In this paper, a novel RISE-based adaptive controller is proposed. The RISE feedback technique is coupled with an adaptive feedforward term to compensate for the nonlinearities and consequently to improve the tracking performance. In contrast with [12], the proposed controller features a simpler adaptation law based on [14] for practical implementation on complex nonlinear systems such as RA-PKMs. Indeed, the proposed controller in [12] is based on a complex adaptation law that may not be easily implemented for RA-PKMs and increase the computation cost of the controller. The proposed control scheme is validated through real-time experiments on Dual-V; a 3-DOFs RA-PKM developed in our laboratory. A Comparison between the basic RISE controller and the proposed model-based adaptive RISE is provided to demonstrate the relevance of the proposed contribution.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II is devoted to the dynamic modeling of Dual-V. In section III, a background on RISE control strategy is presented. Section IV is devoted to the proposed RISE-based adaptive controller. Real-time experiments are provided in Section V. Finally, conclusions and future work are provided in section VI.
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II. DUAL-V: A 4-RRR REDUNDANTLY ACTUATED PKM

A. Robot description

The Dual-V robot [15] is a 3-DOF planar RA-PKM developed within a collaboration between LIRMM laboratory (France) and the University of Twente (Netherlands). It belongs to the 4-RR family in which, every RRR chain is composed of an actuator, a crank and a coupler (cf. Fig. 1). The manipulator’s links are made with aluminum and the arrangement of the four RRR chains allows one rotation and two translations of the end effector (a traveling plate).

B. Robot dynamic modeling

The displacements of the traveling plate of the robot are given with respect to a reference frame placed in the center of its workspace. The operational coordinates of the center point of the traveling plate are described by the vector \( X = [x, y, \theta]^T \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) where the pair \((x, y)\) denotes the Cartesian position in the horizontal plane and \(\theta\) denotes the rotation about the z-axis. The corresponding Cartesian velocities are expressed by the vector \( \dot{X} = [\dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{\theta}]^T \in \mathbb{R}^3 \). The actuated joint coordinates are described by \( q = [q_1, q_2, q_3, q_4]^T \in \mathbb{R}^4 \) and the corresponding joints velocities are described by \( \dot{q} = [\dot{q}_1, \dot{q}_2, \dot{q}_3, \dot{q}_4]^T \in \mathbb{R}^4 \). One advantageous feature of the Dual-V robot relies in having closed form analytic expressions for the forward and inverse kinematic problems [15]. Therefore, the transition from operational to joint spaces (and vice versa) is straightforward and does not require extensive numerical computations. The transformation from operational to joint velocities is achieved by means of the inverse Jacobian matrix \( J_m(q) \in \mathbb{R}^{4 \times 3} \) as follows

\[
\dot{q} = J_m \dot{X}.
\]

The input torques produced by the four actuators of the robot are described by \( \Gamma \in \mathbb{R}^4 \). To establish the inverse dynamic model of the Dual-V robot, the method proposed in [16] has been extended to include the rotational dynamics of the couplers. Actually, Dual-V differs from the well known Delta-like robots by having forearms (i.e. couplers) made with heavier material (i.e. Aluminum), therefore, their inertial dynamics cannot be neglected. Consequently, an additional term is added to take into account these non negligible dynamics. In the sequel, we briefly introduce the inverse dynamic model of the robot and the necessary relationships for the subsequent developments.

For a prescribed motion of the traveling plate, the required input torques to move the different parts of the platform \( \Gamma \) can be divided into three components

\[
\Gamma_1 + \Gamma_2 + \Gamma_3 = \Gamma
\]

where \( \Gamma_i, \ i = 1, \ldots, 3 \) is the required torque for moving a different part of the mechanical structure. After computing each component \( \Gamma_i \), and rearranging the different terms, the full inverse dynamic model of Dual-V robot can be expressed as follows

\[
(J_m^T)^n \Gamma_t^r + M_{II}(\dot{J}_m \dot{X} + J_m \ddot{X}) + \Gamma_3 = \Gamma
\]

where \((\cdot)^n\) denotes the pseudo-inverse of \((\cdot)\) and \( \dot{\ddot{X}} \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) is the operational acceleration of the traveling plate. \( \Gamma_3 = f(X, \dot{X}, \ddot{X}) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) is a highly nonlinear function that accounts for the required torques to compensate for the difference between the modeled and the real couplers inertia. \( M_{II} \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3} \) is the mass matrix of the traveling plate including a part of the couplers and \( M_{II} \in \mathbb{R}^{4 \times 4} \) is the mass matrix of the cranks, the counter-masses and the a part of the couplers. The reader may refer to [15] for a more details.

III. BACKGROUND ON RISE FEEDBACK CONTROL SCHEME

Consider the dynamics of a \( n \)-DOFs kinematic manipulator in joint space [17]

\[
M(q)\ddot{q} + C(q, \dot{q})\dot{q} + G(q) + \Gamma_d(t) = \Gamma(t)
\]

where \( M(q) \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) is the inertia matrix, \( C(q, \dot{q}) \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) the Coriolis and centrifugal forces matrix, \( G(q) \in \mathbb{R}^n \) the gravity force vector, \( \Gamma_d(t) \) is a general nonlinear disturbance standing for unmodeled phenomena (e.g. friction, external disturbances, etc) and \( \Gamma(t) \in \mathbb{R}^n \) denotes the control input vector. It is worth noting that the dynamics (3) of the robot Dual-V can be put in the form (4) using the adequate kinematic relationships.

The RISE strategy is a continuous feedback control technique that yields semi-global asymptotic tracking despite the presence of uncertainties in nonlinear systems [10]. This technique that features a unique integral signum term can accommodate for a large class of general uncertainties based on limited assumptions on the disturbance and the system to be controlled [12].

Assumption 1: The inertia matrix \( M \) is symmetric, positive definite and satisfies the following inequality \( \forall y \in \mathbb{R}^n \):

\[
m ||y|| \leq y^T M(q)y \leq \bar{m}(q)||y||
\]

where \( m \) is a known positive constant, \( \bar{m}(q) \) is a positive function and \( ||.|| \) denotes the standard Euclidean norm.

Assumption 2: If \( q(t), \dot{q}(t) \in L_\infty \) then the first and second partial derivatives of the elements of \( M(q), C(q, \dot{q}) \dot{q}, G(q) \) with respect to \( q(t) \) exist and are bounded.
Assumption 3: The nonlinear disturbance vector $\Gamma_d(t)$ and its first two time derivatives are bounded (i.e., $\Gamma_d(t), \dot{\Gamma}_d(t), \ddot{\Gamma}_d(t) \in \mathcal{L}_\infty$).
To quantify the control objective, the tracking error $e_1(t) \in \mathbb{R}^n$ and the filtered tracking error $e_2(t) \in \mathbb{R}^n$ are defined as follows
\[
e_1 = q_d - q \quad \text{(6)}
\]
\[
e_2 = \dot{e}_1 + \alpha_1 e_1, \quad \alpha_1 > 0 \quad \text{(7)}
\]
where $q_d \in \mathbb{R}^n$ denotes the desired joint position. The RISE feedback control action is defined by [10]
\[
\Gamma_{RISE} = (k_s + 1)e_2 - (k_s + 1)e_2(t_0) + \int_{t_0}^t [(k_s + 1)\alpha_2 e_2(\sigma) + \beta \text{sgn}(e_2(\sigma))] d\sigma \quad \text{(8)}
\]
where $k_s, \alpha_2, \beta \in \mathbb{R}$ are positive constant gains and $\text{sgn}(\xi)$ is defined $\forall \xi \in \mathbb{R}^n = \left[ \xi_1, \xi_2, \ldots, \xi_n \right]$ as $\text{sgn}(\xi) = \left[ \text{sgn}(\xi_1), \text{sgn}(\xi_2), \ldots, \text{sgn}(\xi_n) \right]$. The tracking performance of the RISE controller can be further improved by adding a feedforward term based on the dynamics of the system (e.g., Neural Networks [13], model-based adaptive law as in [12] or known dynamics).

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION: A NOVEL RISE-BASED ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER
To improve the tracking performance of the RISE controller (8), we propose to extend it by adding an adaptive feedforward to compensate for linearly parametrized uncertainties. The motivation behind this strategy is to better tracking performance and reduced control effort by accounting for the remaining uncertainties which may yield to a reduced control effort and a better tracking of the reference trajectories.
To develop an adaptive controller, the system parameters in (4) have to be separated from the dynamic model [9]. Therefore, the following linear in the parameters reformulation can be obtained
\[
M(q)\ddot{q} + C(q, \dot{q})\dot{q} + G(q) = Y(q, \dot{q}, \ddot{q})\Theta \quad \text{(9)}
\]
where $Y \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times p}$ is known as the regression matrix and is formed by known nonlinear functions of $q$, $\dot{q}$ and $\ddot{q}$, and $\Theta \in \mathbb{R}^p$ is the unknown parameters vector. This parameterization is primary in the development of any model-based adaptive controller. The proposed controller is the combination of the RISE feedback term (8) combined with a feedforward term based on (9). It is designed as follows
\[
\Gamma = \Gamma_{RISE} + Y_d \dot{\Theta} \quad \text{(10)}
\]
where $\Gamma_{RISE}$ was introduced in (8), $Y_d = Y(q_d, \dot{q}_d, \ddot{q}_d)$ and $\dot{\Theta}(t)$ is an estimate of $\Theta$ generated, as in [14], according to the following adaptation rule
\[
\frac{d}{dt} \dot{\Theta}(t) = KY_d e_2, \quad K > 0. \quad \text{(11)}
\]
Remark: It is worth to note that the proposed controller in (10) seems to show similarities with the results in [12]. However, the adaptation law proposed in [12] is too complicated to be used in RA-PKMs since it involves the first and the second time derivatives of the regression matrix (which itself is a highly nonlinear function of $q$, $\dot{q}$ and $\ddot{q}$, especially with the unavoidable use of the pseudo-inverse of the inverse Jacobian matrix in the dynamic model of RA-PKMs (case of the Dual-V (3)).
For RA-PKMs, the control torques may contain antagonistic forces that do not create any motion as they are in the null-space of $J_m^T$ and can damage the mechanical structure of the robot. Therefore, these dangerous internal forces need to be reduced. This can be achieved by projecting the input torques into the range space of $J_m^T$ [2] thanks to the following projector
\[
R_{J_m^T} = I - N_{J_m^T} \quad \text{(12)}
\]
where $I \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ is an identity matrix and $N_{J_m^T} = I_{n \times n} - (J_m^T)^*J_m^T$ is the projector to the null-space of $J_m^T$, which...
results in \( R_{J^T_m} = (J^T_m)^* J^T_m \). Hence, the internal antagonistic forces can be significantly reduced by projecting the control inputs given by (10) into the range space of \( J^T_m \). This is achieved by using the projection matrix \( R_{J^T_m} \) as follows

\[
\Gamma^* = R_{J^T_m} (\Gamma_{RISE} + Y_d \dot{\Theta}). \tag{13}
\]

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION: APPLICATION ON THE DUAL-V RA-PKM

The experimental testbed used to implement the proposed controller is shown in Fig. 2. The Dual-V robot consists of four closed kinematic chains which are made with Aluminum. The arms are mounted on four direct-drive actuators from ETEL Motion Technology. The actuators are fixed on an Aluminum base and can supply up to 127 N.m of input torques. Simulink and Real-Time Workshop (both from Mathworks Inc.) are used to implement and build the control algorithm as well as the trajectory generator. The generated code is then uploaded to the target PC, an industrial computer cadenced at 10 kHz and running xPC Target in real-time.

To evaluate the robustness of the proposed controller (13), two scenarios are considered. The first scenario deals with the nominal case where no uncertainties are introduced. In the second scenario, a payload is added on top of the traveling plate resulting in an additional unknown mass and inertia. The dynamic parameters of the Dual-V are divided into certain and uncertain parameters. The parameters of the couplers and the cranks are considered as certain ones while the only uncertain parameters are those of the traveling plate. This is a justifiable hypothesis since any payload will be handled by the traveling plate and hence, the uncertainty will only affect its dynamics. Consequently, the actual applied control torque is given by

\[
\Gamma = R_{J^T_m} (\Gamma_{RISE} + Y_{1_d} \Theta_1 + Y_{2_d} \dot{\Theta}_2) \tag{14}
\]

where the term \( Y_{1_d} \Theta_1 \) corresponds to the fixed dynamics (i.e. those of the cranks, the counter masses and part of the couplers) and is expressed as

\[
Y_{1_d} \Theta_1 = M_{II} (\dot{J}_m(q_d, \dot{q}_d) \ddot{X}_d + J_m(q_d) \dddot{X}_d) + \Gamma(X_d, \dot{X}_d, \ddot{X}_d) \tag{15}
\]

and \( Y_{2_d} \dot{\Theta}_2 \) corresponds to the dynamics to be adapted (i.e. those of the traveling plate and part of the couplers) expressed as

\[
Y_{2_d} \dot{\Theta}_2 = J_m(q_d)^T \dot{M}_I \dddot{X}_d \tag{16}
\]

where \( \dot{M}_I = \text{diag}\{\dot{m}_{tp}, \dot{m}_{tp}, \dot{I}_{tp}\} \) is the unknown mass matrix to be estimated. Hence, the regression matrix \( Y_2 \) is given by

\[
Y_2 = J_m^T \begin{bmatrix} \dddot{x} \\ \dddot{y} \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \tag{17}
\]

and the unknown parameters vector is \( \dot{\Theta}_2 = [\dot{m}_{tp}, \dot{I}_{tp}]^T \).

In the experiments, the unknown parameters vector was initialized to zero (i.e. \( \dot{\Theta}_2(0) = [0, 0]^T \)). For comparison purpose, the RISE feedback controller without the adaptive term is also implemented. From a theoretical point of view, the addition of a model-based feedforward yields better tracking results. Moreover, the control inputs should be reduced because some of the nonlinearities have already been compensated for by the model-based adaptive term.

The desired trajectories were generated in the Cartesian space using 5th order polynomials. The traveling plate of the robot has to move across different points through the workspace. The desired joint positions and velocities were obtained by solving the Inverse Kinematics problem and equation (1) respectively. Fig 3 illustrates a typical cycle of the traveling place displacements where the duration of each point-to-point trajectory is fixed to 0.8 seconds.

The standard midpoint algorithm was used to integrate the equation (11) and the joint velocities were estimated by

![Fig. 4. Scenario 1 - Cartesian tracking errors, left: RISE controller, right: RISE-based adaptive controller](image-url)

![Fig. 5. Scenario 1 - torque inputs, left: RISE controller, right: RISE-based adaptive controller](image-url)
filtering of the measured joint positions (the Dual-V actuators are not equipped with velocity sensors). The control gains in (7), (8) for the RISE feedback and the adaptation gain in (11) that provided the best results were obtained by trial and error as follows

\[ \alpha_1 = 40, \quad k_s = 25.5, \quad \alpha_2 = 124, \quad \beta = 75 \]

\[ K = \text{diag}(75, 0.025) \]

In order to accurately evaluate the performance of both controllers, we introduce the following RMS-based criteria for the tracking errors

\[ \text{RMS}_{\text{err}} = \sqrt{\text{RMS}_{\text{err}}^2 + \text{RMS}_{\text{err}}^2} \quad (18) \]

where \( e_x \neq x_d - x \) and \( e_y \neq y_d - y \). We also evaluate the RMS of the orientation error \( \text{RMS}_{\text{err}} \) given \( e_\theta \neq \theta_d - \theta \). \( \text{RMS}_{\text{err}} \) is the standard Root Mean Square of the discrete signal \( x \) of length \( k \) defined by

\[ \text{RMS}_{\text{err}} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} x(i)^2}. \quad (19) \]

Regrading the energy consumption, the following torques based criterion is introduced

\[ E = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{k} |\gamma_i(j)| \quad (20) \]

where \( k \) is the number of samples and \( n \) is the number of actuators (e.g. \( n = 4 \) in the case of the Dual-V)

**Scenario 1:** In this scenario, no additional mass is added to the mechanical structure (i.e. nominal case). The tracking errors are depicted in Fig 4. One can clearly notice that the addition of the adaptive feedforward term significantly reduces the tracking errors in all axes. The evolution of the unknown parameters estimates for the adaptive case are illustrated in Fig 6. The generated input control torques for both controllers are depicted in Fig 5. TABLE I summarizes the performance of both controllers in terms of Cartesian and joint tracking errors and power consumption. One can notice that the proposed adaptive controller yields much better tracking performance both in Cartesian and joint spaces while consuming slightly less energy.

**Scenario 2:** In this scenario, an additional unknown weight is added on top of the traveling plate. The main motivation of experiencing this scenario is to firstly evaluate the robustness of the proposed controller to load changes. Then, to compare once again the RISE and adaptive RISE based controllers in terms of tracking accuracy and energy consumption. The Cartesian tracking errors are depicted in Fig 7. It can be noticed that the proposed adaptive controller yields significantly better tracking performance and the improvement is more noticeable than the nominal case. TABLE II summarizes the RMS errors of both controllers as well as the energy consumption. The evolution of the new estimated parameters due to the additional weight is illustrated in Fig 9. One can see that the parameters converge to new values different from those in the nominal case due to the unknown added weight.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario 1 - Summary of the Performance of both Controllers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{RMS}_{\text{err}} ) [\text{mm}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{RMS}_{\text{err}} ) [\text{deg}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E ) [\text{Nm}]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario 2 - Summary of the Performance of both Controllers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{RMS}_{\text{err}} ) [\text{mm}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{RMS}_{\text{err}} ) [\text{deg}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E ) [\text{Nm}]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
input torques are depicted in Fig 5. Final conclusions can be therefore drawn that the proposed controller provides better tracking results while consuming slightly lower power.

Results can be viewed in the video available at the following url: http://youtu.be/VN5hJAG5JQE.

VI. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

A novel RISE-based adaptive controller that combines the RISE feedback and a model-based feedforward adaptive term is developed. The RISE feedback strategy is known for its semi-global stability despite the presence of general nonlinear unstructured disturbances based on limited assumptions about the system. To improve the tracking performance of the RISE control strategy, an additional adaptive model-based term is added. The adaptive feedforward term includes some knowledge about the system dynamics and allows to compensate for the structured uncertainties. With the amalgamation of the RISE and the adaptive feedforward terms, the tracking errors and the control effort are significantly reduced compared to the basic RISE controller. The proposed control solution as well as the classical RISE controller were experimentally implemented and evaluated on a real RA-PKM to consolidate the theoretical development. The results clearly demonstrate the relevance of the proposed approach. This work can be further extended and improved by taking into account more unknown parameters and by using a projection method for the adaption law including known bounds of the parameters.
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